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LOGLINE:

GENRE:
TARGET: 18-50

Crime Drama

FORMAT: 13 ep - 60min crime drama in the vein of LAW & ORDER

A recovering ex-undercover detective creates a vigilante style crew to help him find his 
estranged daughter who has fell into the life of sex trafficking, but while teaching vows 

to free any worker trapped but wants to go home.

With the craftiness of LEVERAGE

WGA# 29-7789



PREMISE
Set in modern day Los Angeles TAKE ME HOME is a crime 
drama that revolves around BEN JOSEPH, a discarded 
undercover ex-cop, and his ragtag group of vigilantes who 
help teen sex workers escape from “the life.”, while he 
searches for his daughter who was snagged into it.  
Take Me Home explores themes of lost innocence, drugs, 
violence, and the growing world of teen prostitution, but also 
takes a deep dive into redemption and reframing one’s life 
goals after being a prisoner of the streets. Season One 
exposes this in plain sight secret society, and the team that 
was built to eradicate every criminal involved.   

TAKE ME HOME



THE UNDERWORLD
Sections of Los Angeles that are ripe with corruption, crime and teen 
prostitution. Girls from all over the world come seeking fortune and fame 
under the smog smeared stars. Hidden under is mirage is a society 
populated by gangs, organized crime, slave owners and a group of vigilantes 
whose sights are set to free any and every teen sex work who finds 
themselves in  “the life”, but yearn to return back to their home town or 
country. This is not an easy task.  

After a life in the army and law enforcement BEN JOSEPH and his team of 
vigilantes are determined to make a dent into the illicit activities, but are met 
with a stout resistance from local gangs, moreso the brainwashed youth 
buried in this hurtful lifestyle.  

Lost within this world is Ben’s estranged only child, Tiffani aka Yellow Panther 
who he vows to rescue. While “taking dates” up and down the west coast to 
find her whereabouts, he learns of the cost and angst many of these children 
are facing on a daily basis.  

It didn’t take long to find swaths of  teens brave enough to leave “the life”,  
but a lack of resources and know how stymied this dream. Ben quickly went 
to old allies in the police department to no avail. He then began laying 
intricate extraction plans that would get teens out safely one at a time and 
leave no dead bad guys behind. The challenge wasn’t getting them out “ the 
life” it was getting them out safely and keeping them out.  

Luckily Ben meets each worker where they were emotionally and mentally.

TAKE ME HOME



Once the team books a “date “ for Ben he must go into the mouth of 
the Lion, whether a seedy motel, high end Air BnB or a massage 

palour, to determine if the sex worker is one who wants to be free.  

Ben has no more than three dates with the sex worker to get to know 
them, though he pays their full rate he never has sex or any act 

remotely close to it. 

He pays for a conversation that may change their life .  

His conversationally cool demeanor meets each subject where they 
are mentally, yet unbeknownst to them leaves mental  bait for each 

worker to meander an existence outside “the life.” 

This is done all with the watchful ears and tech of his crew not far from 
the meet up.  

At the end of the second date, if he feels they are close to teetering,  
Ben leaves behind a match book with a coded message inside.  All any 

sex worker has to do if they want to reach him directly is dial… 

#TMH

IT STARTS WITH A DATE



Once a sex worker decides, on their own  to leave “the life”
they must dial #864 which is code SIGNAL for  

TAKE ME HOME.  

Ben and his team creates a sometime elaborate and detailed 
extraction plan to securely; rescue the teen without any dead 

assailants left behind.  

Once extracted, sex workers will be taken and recalibrated at 
THE KIBWE a safe haven for teens to transition, rehab out of 
the life/addiction and either return home or stay until they 

begin a healthy life of their own.  

This remains challenging as some teens may want to return to 
“the life”, while others return home after a few months in 

turnaround  or stay until they are adults and can function on 
their own.  

Many who move on or graduate out of Kibwe become allies to 
Ben’s efforts, helping where they can.  

#TMH
(#864)



GET THEM OUT

TAKE ME HOME

Ben’s crew has been handpicked to create scenarios 
and plans which will get workers out of “the life.”  
Grifters and cons, many who owe him one way or the 
other, volunteer to do their part during an extraction.  

The team moves and operates with military decision 
due to the danger of the mission. And many of them 
are extremely peril filled. 

After extraction, the story of each worker  really begins 
to unfold as we follow some to Kibwe or back to their 
homelife and the travails or triumphs that may bring.  

Ben also turns his attention to the pimp and/or 
establishment that harmed children so they will be 
brought to the full extent of justice.  

  



KIBWE is Swahili for THE BLESSING.  The real work after extraction begins at 
here with the staff that helps workers transition out of the life and back into the 
real world.  

Hidden far in the hills is The Kibwe, the brain child of Ben’s wife and partner 
Duckie. In the early days, the retention rate of workers returning to the life was 
extremely high, thus they needed a place for workers to detox, receive 
counseling and reclaim their identities.  

THE KIBWE



In his youth BEN JOSEPH was an up and coming DeeJay of the Detroit House and 
electronica music scenes, after losing his best friend he decided to take his talents to the 
Marine Corp. where he thrived as an officer until got framed for a crime was innocent.  

The Honorably Discharged Lieutenant found his way to Sacramento where his counter 
intelligence and espionage skills fast tracked him to lead of an undercover narcotics 
squad affectionately named, THE BASTARDS based on their unconventional “off script” 
approach to apprehending gun and drug traffickers.  

But to build a case against the well organized MACHADO CRIME MOB (MCM) became 
deeper and longer and nearly cost the square jawed cynic his life. Between staving off 
PTSD nightmares and all night surveillance turns  he developed an Adelral habit which 
turned into a cocaine habit which steam rolled into bad decisions and the loss of not only 
his career, but his true love, DEMI - a former call girl turned motel manager, whom he had 
a baby girl, TIFFANI that stole his heart.  

We meet Ben 15 years into his sobriety, remarried and determined to rebuild the 
relationship with his estranged daughter, if he can ever find her. While he was 
straightening his life, DEMI fell hard into drugs and traded their child for drugs and into a 
life of teen prostitution.  

This catalyst caused him to assemble a group of vigilantes (of mostly teens whom he has 
freed) setting their sights to free any child sex worker who wanted to return home or start 
over far away from “the life”.  This is his life’s mission until he finds his daughter. 

BEN JOSEPH



DR. AUNA “DUCKIE” FRAZIER is a former case manager for the Department of Child and 
Family services in Los Angeles County. The daughter of a Fire Captain and sister of twin 
brothers serving 40 years for a RICO charges is a spit fire and sage off all things “hood”, 
the sociologist have lived on both sides of the law. 

She married Ben at the beginning of his sobriety as she was the group leader therapy for 
court appointed teens.  

Her dream was to create a safe space for teen from “the life” and recalibrate their minds, 
support their dreams and acclimate them into functioning dreamers who have the skill 
set to reach their maximum capability.  

KIBWE (blessed) RANCH and can house up to 32 teens at any given time. Children and 
teens leaving “the life” can be wisked to this secret base and regain their lives, before 
returning home if they choose too.  

Duckie runs this place with an iron fist and lots of love. 

DUCKIE



XI NUYGEN was smuggled to America by a wealthy movie producer who bought her from 
her family at the age of 10. She aged out at age 14 and was sold to underground massage 
parlor which she worked until she was freed by Ben in the early days while searching for 
his daughter.  

Instead of going home to Taiwan she worked with Duckie and Ben turning her life around 
and vowing to help other girls finding themselves in “the life”.  Since being free she has 
bought the ACE LIQUOR STORE which is a front for an underground holding site fro girls 
on the run.  

Atop the store is a regular .99¢ style convenience store, below is a bunker filled with 
surveillance equipment, rooms, guns and panic rooms. 

XI



The tech guru and credit card scammer owes a great Debt to Ben.  Years ago the 
discarded cop rescued his kid brother who had been scammed into child 
pornography.  

The slow tempered genius uses his special set of skills to set many of Ben’s 
elaborate no harm extraction plans into flawless execution.   

He also helps the digital connection between Xi’s Ace Liquor and Kibwe Ranch  
Run seamless while taking his role as a “Fat Martha” (code for digital eye of God) 
very seriously.  He is often the cyber eyes behind Ben head.   

The “boy from no where” often paints himself in corners that have implications 
for the team and at times their mission. 

GUNTHER



The ex sharp shooting Marine found his way west 
by an urge to reshape himself into a music 
executive. Those dreams were sidelined by a 
terrible car accident, which the grifter was arrested  
and convicted of vehicle manslaughter due to it 
being his second DUI.  

During rehab he and Ben bonded famously 
instantly. Ben taking him under his sobriety wing 
and Brody teaching Ben a little about the grifting 
lifestyle.  

BRODY

Duckie’s daughter is one of the foremost authorities 
on the subject of Social Media prowess. The former 
WIRED magazine’s “One to Watch” dedicated her 
life to disrupting the foster home to homeless 
pipeline.  

After linking with Ben’s crew the eclectic guitarist 
has found her niche in this world by connecting 
with young ladies via social media, befriending 
them and readying them to leave the life. 

KELLI



LUIS “PRIMO” SANCHEZ- the DEA lead in the Los Angeles County area runs a 
raucous crew full of corrupt C.I.’s and informants in both the MCM and ADC. 


Born to a Sicilian father (mob) and Mexican mother (sex worker) as a child he 
saw the darkest hoods of Echo Park, Los Angeles, the transformed gang 
banger and low rider did his best to shed his dirt and bodies before joining the 
Army to escape the claws of the barrio.  


Before opting out the Army and join the smooth and cunning sergeant secured 
a job with the DEA. His street level understanding of thug activity bides well for 
his new role, but deeply effects his familial relationships with some of his 
younger cousins still in “the life”. Many of his high school friends’ kids and 
grandkids are entangled in the MCM, which makes his movements ginger at 
best.


A new investigation into the Machado Crime Mob’s growth and expansion 
lands into Primo’s lap. He was hand picked to lead a team into his old 
stomping grounds.


PRIMO



This group of criminals operate on the street level.  

Even though they have had division in the ranks, 

splintering the organization, they still operates over 

200 speak easy style houses and parlors.  

Their distribution system of drugs and guns are 

sophisticated and hidden in plain sight.  

Ben bumps into these bad guys often when in Los 

Angles and finds himself caught between them and 

the MCM.  

On a micro street level the ADC has eyes and ears 

everywhere which makes navigating teens who want 

out of the life painstakingly difficult.  



These bad guys run everything nefarious on 

the west coast from illicit drugs to human 

trafficking and are looking to expand even 

more.  

Established in Los Angeles in the late 1960s 

the highly organized and well funded group, 

bumps heads with police, the DEA, the Italian 

Mafia and Ben often.  

Within this sect of criminals are a group of 

rough ladies called La Hienas, they keep the 

sex workers and prostitution branch filled with 

product, clients and tons of money.   

Overseeing this organization  LOLA SACHEZ 

who operates this enterprise from FOLSOM 

prison. 



Brought into the life from 
Korea promised a modeling 
career, stuck in the life until 

working off their debts

Ran away from an abusive foster 
home only to be seduced and 

trapped in the life

Smuggled over for a better life 
got stuck working off the debt in 

a massage house

Addicted to pain 
killers from playing 
high school football  

and homeless he 
rambles around the 

streets while working 
for ADC

Tricked by an aunt to dance at 
private parties, five years later 

she trapped in the life 

Kidnapped and abused, the 
former teen pageant has aged 
out the life but stuck in it as a 

recruiter.

180,000 sex workers  
And each has a unique and 

Heartbreaking story
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